
–Johnny Appleseed

DISCIPLER’S HANDBOOK
HOW YOU CAN MAKE DISCIPLES WHO MAKE DISCIPLES

PHASE ONE | CONNECT



MATTHEW 28:18-20

ALL AUTHORITY IN HEAVEN AND EARTH HAS BEEN 
GIVEN TO ME. GO THEREFORE AND MAKE 
DISCIPLES OF ALL NATIONS, BAPTIZING THEM IN 
THE NAME OF THE FATHER AND OF THE SON AND 
OF THE HOLY SPIRIT, TEACHING THEM TO OBSERVE 
ALL THAT I HAVE COMMANDED YOU. AND BEHOLD, 
I AM WITH YOU ALWAYS, TO THE END OF THE AGE .   

“

”
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OUR MISSION

OVERWHELM OAKLAND WITH LOVE 
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TO BECOME A MOVEMENT OF 
DISCIPLE-MAKING DISCIPLES. 

OUR VISION

REACH PEOPLE WITH THE GOSPEL. 
RENEW PEOPLE BY THE GOSPEL. 

RELEASE PEOPLE FOR THE GOSPEL.

OUR STRATEGY

 
SOMEONE WHO LEARNS THE 

GOSPEL AND LIVES IN  
RESPONSE TO ITS’ BEAUTY 

WHAT IS A DISCIPLE?

 
SOMEONE WHO LEADS SOMEONE 
TO LEARN THE GOSPEL AND LIVE 

IN  RESPONSE TO ITS’ BEAUTY 

WHAT IS A DISCIPLER?

 
THE GOOD NEWS THAT JESUS 

CHRIST CAME INTO THE WORLD  
TO SAVE SINNERS. 

WHAT IS THE GOSPEL?

CONNECT. LEAD. COMMISSION.

WHAT ARE THE 3 PHASES OF BECOMING AN EFFECTIVE DISCIPLER?

OUR MISSION
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Congratulations! If you are holding this booklet in your hands, that means that you have taken a 
significant step of obedience by deciding to take Jesus’ command to “Go and make disciples” seriously! 
You need to know that your Heavenly Father is pleased by your faith! 

At theMOVEMENT, we believe there are three phases to someone becoming an effective disciple-maker: 
Connect. Lead. Commission. The purpose of this booklet is to guide you through phase one so that you 
successfully connect with the person you intend to disciple.  

Though disciple-making is by no means an easy task, it is my hope that this resource gives clear enough 
instruction to make your journey of connecting with your disciplee as painless and joyful as possible.    

Please feel free to contact me directly if you have any questions or concerns about your discipleship 
relationship, but, more importantly never forget Christ’s promise to you as a disciple-maker: “Behold,  
I am with you always, to the end of the age.” 

Edward Paz  
edward@themovement.us 

WORD OF ENCOURAGEMENT



FOR NO GOOD TREE BEARS BAD FRUIT, NOR AGAIN 
DOES A BAD TREE BEAR GOOD FRUIT, FOR EACH 
TREE IS KNOWN BY ITS OWN FRUIT. FOR FIGS ARE 
NOT GATHERED FROM THORNBUSHES, NOR ARE 
GRAPES PICKED FROM A BRAMBLE BUSH. THE 
GOOD PERSON OUT OF THE GOOD TREASURE OF 
HIS HEART PRODUCES GOOD, AND THE EVIL 
PERSON OUT OF HIS EVIL TREASURE PRODUCES 
EVIL, FOR OUT OF THE ABUNDANCE OF THE HEART 
HIS MOUTH SPEAKS.

“

LUKE 6:43-46 ”
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PROXIMITY INCREASES ACCURACY. 

If you are going to help someone learn the gospel and truly live in response to its’ beauty, you 
are going to have to be committed to being an instrument of heart change in the life of the 
person you are discipling.  

Sunday services are helpful, groups are great, and serving on a team is significant, but no other 
environment gives you access to a person’s heart like a one-on-one discipleship relationship.   

The heart is active. It shapes and controls our behavior. Therefore, we must identify what 
effectively and functionally rules our hearts. For a greater understanding of the relationship 
between our heart and our behavior, Pastor Paul David Tripp, in his book, Instruments in the 
Redeemer's Hands: People in Need of Change Helping People in Need of Change, has some 
great thoughts on Luke 6:43-46.  
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WHY A DISCIPLESHIP RELATIONSHIP?



Christ likens the way we function to a tree. If you plant apple seeds and they take root, you don’t expect to 
see peaches or oranges growing. When you are dealing with a plant, you recognize that there is an organic 
connection between the roots of the plant and the fruit it produces. The same is true with people. 

Let’s unpack Christ’s illustration. In his example, fruit equals behavior. The fruit (behavior) in this passage is 
speaking. Christ says something very powerful about our words. Our words are literally the heart 
overflowing. People don’t make us say what we say. Situations don’t make us say what we say. Our words 
are shaped and controlled by our hearts. Fruit is what the tree produces, just as our behavior is what our 
hearts produce. You and I recognize a tree by the kind of fruit it produces. 

The second part of the word picture is equally important but not as obvious. In Christ’s example, the roots 
of the tree equal the heart. This is what is underground. It is not as clearly seen or easily understood. The 
power of Christ’s illustration is in the connection it makes between root and fruit. Christ is saying that the 
tree has the kind of fruit it does because of the kind of roots it has. The application to us is this: we speak 
and act the way we do because of what is in our hearts. There may be no more important thing we can say 
about people and how they function.
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LUKE 6:43-46



Pretend that I have an apple tree in my backyard. Each year it buds and grows apples, but when the apples 
mature, they are dry, wrinkled, brown, and pulpy. After several years I decide that it is silly to have an apple 
tree and never be able to eat its fruit. So I decide that I must do something to “fix” the tree. 

One Saturday afternoon you look out your window to see me carrying branch cutters, a staple gun, a 
stepladder, and two bushels of Red Delicious apples into my backyard. You watch as I carefully cut off all 
the bad apples and staple beautiful red apples onto the branches of the tree. You come out and ask me 
what I am doing, and I say proudly, “I’ve finally fixed my apple tree!” What are you thinking about me at this 
point!? 

It is clear that if the tree produces bad apples year after year, there is something wrong with the system of 
this tree, right down to its very roots. I won’t solve the problem by stapling apples onto the tree. What will 
happen to those new apples? They will rot also because they are not attached to the life-giving roots of 
the tree. 

What does this have to do with personal growth and ministry? The problem with much of what we do to 
produce growth and change in ourselves and others is that it is nothing more than “fruit stapling.” It is a “sin 
is bad so don’t do it” view of change that does not examine the heart behind the behavior. Change that 
does not reach the heart rarely lasts; it is temporary and cosmetic.
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ROOT VS. FRUIT



ALL THIS IS FROM GOD, WHO THROUGH CHRIST 
RECONCILED US TO HIMSELF AND GAVE US THE 
MINISTRY OF RECONCILIATION ; THAT IS, IN CHRIST 
GOD WAS RECONCILING THE WORLD TO HIMSELF, 
NOT COUNTING THEIR TRESPASSES AGAINST THEM, 
AND ENTRUSTING TO US THE MESSAGE OF 
RECONCILIATION. THEREFORE, WE ARE 
AMBASSADORS FOR CHRIST , GOD MAKING HIS 
APPEAL THROUGH US. WE IMPLORE YOU ON 
BEHALF OF CHRIST, BE RECONCILED TO GOD.

“

2 CORINTHIANS 5:18-20 ”
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LOVE. KNOW. SPEAK. DO. 

Scripture calls each of us to function as Christ’s ambassadors. An ambassador is a 
representative. This is exactly what we are all called to be in all of our relationships. We are 
placed in these relationships not only so that our lives would be happy and satisfying, but more 
importantly so that we would represent the Lord as he is working change in others’ lives.  

As an ambassador of Christ, there are two important things you must keep in mind: First, 
whatever you do must have the goal of heart change. Second, whatever you do must follow 
the example of the Wonderful Counselor.  

With that said, I want to introduce a model of personal ministry that takes both things 
seriously. It gets its shape from the way Christ brings about change in our lives, and it gets its 
direction from the biblical call to heart change. Four words represent four aspects of a 
personal ministry relationship, four ways to serve as an ambassador in someone’s life. The 
words are Love, Know, Speak and Do.

WHAT DOES A DISCIPLESHIP RELATIONSHIP LOOK LIKE?
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The Love function points out the importance of relationship to the process of change. You could argue 
biblically that change always takes place in the context of a relationship. Theologians call this a 
covenantal model of change. God comes and makes a covenant with us. He commits himself to being 
our God, and he takes us as his people. And in the context of that relationship, he accomplishes his work 
of radically changing us.  

As we understand the work of God in our own lives, we realize that our relationship to him is not a 
luxury. It is a necessity. It provides the only context in which the lifelong process of change can take 
place in us. In the same way, we are called to build strong and godly relationships with one another. 
God’s purpose for these relationships is that they would be workrooms for him. It is important, 
therefore, that we learn how to build relationships in which his work of change can thrive.
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LOVE



Know has to do with really getting acquainted with the people around us. Many of the people we think we 
know we really don’t know. We know facts about them (who their spouse is, where they work, some likes 
and dislikes, their children, etc.), but we really don’t know the person inside the skin. Our relationships are 
often trapped in the casual, and because of this, our opportunities to minister effectively are limited. 

Knowing a person really means knowing the heart. When I say I am getting to know you better, I’m not 
gaining a more intimate understanding of your nose or arm! I mean that I know more about your 
beliefs and goals, your hopes and dreams, your values and desires. If I know you, I will be able to predict 
what you will think and how you will feel in a given situation. A friendship is really the connection 
of hearts. 

Christ was so committed to an accurate knowledge of our hearts that he entered our world and lived here 
for thirty-three years. He faced everything we face so that we could come to him knowing that he 
understands our struggle (Hebrews 4:14–16). 

So, the Know function gets us below the surface of the casual. It teaches us how to gather the information 
necessary to know a person at the level of his heart. And as we get to know the person, we help him to 
know himself more accurately and clearly.
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KNOW



Speak involves bringing God’s truth to bear on this person in this situation. To do this we need to ask, 
“What does God want this person to see that he or she is not seeing? How can I help him see it?” 

The Gospels are full of brilliant examples of the way Christ helped people to see the truth. Through stories 
and questions, he broke through their spiritual blindness and helped them to see the reality of who they 
were and the glory of what he could do for them. 

Speaking the truth in love does not mean making grand pronouncements. Rather, it means helping a 
person to see his life clearly. For lasting change to take place, a person must see himself accurately in the 
mirror of God’s Word. It is also vital that he accurately sees God, and the resources for change he has 
provided. 

Finally, we must help the person to Do something with what he has learned—to apply the insights God has 
given to his or her daily life and relationships. Insight alone is not change; it is the beginning of change. The 
insights God gives us about who we are, who he is, what he has provided for us, and what he has called us 
to do must be applied to practical, specific realities of everyday life. 

Christ calls us not just to be hearers of his Word but to be active doers as well. As Christ’s ambassadors, we 
are meant to help others respond in practical, personal ways to this call.
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SPEAK & DO



“These words do not represent a four-step process.  
They are not phases of a personal ministry relationship,  

as if you start at the first (Love) and push people through until 
the last (Do). They are simply four important elements  

of biblical ministry. Although there is some logic to the order, 
you will be doing all of these things simultaneously  

as you seek to be the Lord’s ambassador.”
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A FINAL THOUGHT ON LOVE, KNOW, SPEAK, DO

Paul David Tripp



AND LET US CONSIDER HOW TO STIR UP ONE 
ANOTHER TO LOVE AND GOOD WORKS , NOT 
NEGLECTING TO MEET TOGETHER, AS IS THE HABIT 
OF SOME, BUT ENCOURAGING ONE ANOTHER, AND 
ALL THE MORE AS YOU SEE THE DAY DRAWING 
NEAR.

“

HEBREWS 10:24-25 ”
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INFORMAL. INTENTIONAL. ENCOURAGING. 

A discipleship relationship is going to be formed primarily around one-on-one meetings. These meetings 
can take place in a home, restaurant, coffee shop, etc., but the important thing is that you meet in a place 
where a good conversation can take place.  

The “Connect” phase is 3 meetings in length and we recommend that they take place, if at all possible, on 
three consecutive weeks. As you know, for anything to get off to a good start, momentum is key. 

In general, you should plan for the meetings to go at least 60 minutes in length and the “feel” of these 
meetings should be characterized by the following three words: Informal, Intentional, and Encouraging. 

Informal: Don’t think teacher/student in a tutoring session, think friends just hanging out.  
Intentional: Don’t think, whatever happens happens, think objectives will be accomplished. 
Encouraging: Don’t think, how can I impart knowledge, think how can I give encouragement.   

One final note: be sure to pay attention to how much talking you are doing. Remember, the goal in the first 
3 meetings is to connect. These first three meetings (and the meetings in general) should be more about 
you asking questions and listening than talking and giving answers.    
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HOW ARE OUR MEETINGS SUPPOSED TO GO?
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MEETING #1 - UNDERSTAND THEIR STORY

KEY OBJECTIVES WITH RECOMMENDED QUESTIONS 

1.  OUTLINE the discipleship relationship process/goals.  

  Connect. Lead. Commission. Goal: lead you to learn the gospel and live in response to its’ beauty.  

2.  ASK about the disciplee’s expectations/questions of the discipleship relationship.  

  What are you hoping to get out of this discipleship relationship? 
  Are there any specific questions about Jesus/Christianity that you want answered? 

3.  LISTEN to the disciplee’s “faith story.”  

  What are some of the key moments, in your life, that have influenced the way you view faith in God? 
  What are some of the challenges you’ve had with your relationship with God? 

4.  IDENTIFY where the disciplee is in theMOVEMENT’s discipleship process. 

  Where in theMOVEMENT’s discipleship process would you say you are? 
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THEMOVEMENT’S DISCIPLESHIP PROCESS

GUEST  
I am just checking things out. 

SEEKER 
I am interested in a relationship with Jesus Christ. 

JESUS FOLLOWER  
I have placed my faith in Jesus Christ as Savior and Lord. 

MEMBER  
I have signed the membership covenant at theMOVEMENT.  

DISCIPLER 
I am committed to obeying Jesus’ command to “Go and make disciples.”  

SUNDAY SERVICES 
MOVEMENT GROUPS 
MOVEMENT TEAMS 

DISCIPLESHIP RELATIONSHIPS

DISCIPLER SEEKER

JESUS 
FOLLOWERMEMBER

GUEST
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MEETING #2 - PRESENT THE GOSPEL

KEY OBJECTIVES WITH RECOMMENDED QUESTIONS 

1.  PRESENT the Gospel using Romans 6:23.  

  What do you believe the Gospel to be? (Ask before you present.) 

2.  ASK if the disciplee believes in the Gospel.  

  Do you confess that Jesus is Lord and believe that God raised Jesus from the dead? 
  Have you trusted in Jesus for the forgiveness of your sins and made Jesus the Lord of your life? 

3.  IF “YES,” - TEACH them how to present the Gospel using Romans 6:23. 

  What is it about the Good News is most beautiful to you? (Ask before you teach.) 
  What hesitations do you have about presenting the Gospel to someone you know? (Ask after.) 

4.  IF “NO,” - IDENTIFY what is it about the Gospel that they do not believe.  

  What specifically about the Good News do you not believe? 
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THE GOSPEL PRESENTATION

For the wages of sin is death, but the free gift of God is eternal life through Christ Jesus our Lord. 
Romans 6:23

FREE GIFT

GOD

ETERNAL LIFE

WAGES

SIN

DEATH

EARN

MISSING THE MARK

SEPARATION FROM GOD

RECEIVE

PERFECTION

RELATIONSHIP WITH GOD

JESUS CHRIST

LORD
MASTER

SAVIOR
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MEETING #3 - MODEL A TYPICAL MEETING

KEY OBJECTIVES WITH RECOMMENDED QUESTIONS 

1.   INTRODUCE meeting format. 

  Pt. 1: Read/Interpret/Apply Bible. Pt. 2: Know Sin. Fight Sin. Apply Gospel. Pt. 3: Identify Next Steps  

2.  READ/INTERPRET/APPLY Luke 7:36-50. 

  What does this story say about Jesus? What does this story say about the sinful woman/Simon/guests? 
  What are the sins to avoid? What are the promises to claim? What are the examples to follow? 
  What are the commands to obey? Who do you identify with in this story? Why? 

3.  KNOW SIN/FIGHT SIN/APPLY GOSPEL. 

  Is there any particular sin you are struggling with that you feel comfortable sharing? 
  How can I pray for you in regards to this sin? Remind disciplee of Christ’s forgiveness. 

4.  IDENTIFY NEXT STEPS. 

  What do you think is the next thing God is leading you to do? 
  Do you feel comfortable continuing on in this discipleship relationship? 
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UPCOMING BIBLE STUDY TEXTS

MEETING #4  
Who Can Come to God? - Luke 18:9-17 

MEETING #5 
God Forgives - Matthew 18:21-35 

MEETING #6  
The Cost of Following Christ - Matthew 16:21-28 

MEETING #7  
The Death of Jesus - Luke 22:66-23:25; 23:32-43 

MEETING #8 
Jesus Is Alive - Luke 24:1-20; 36-53 

MEETING #9 
Merciful Father - Luke 15:11-32


